The way we see it, the Internet is a vast electronic jungle crawling with all sorts of benign and malicious creatures. But with almost two billion websites out there, how on earth do you spot the bad guys and their nasty tricks?

**SOLUTION**
For starters, you have WHOIS. It's a database that contains the identifiable records of all websites and their owners that operate on the Web. By leveraging these records, a reverse WHOIS service allows you to search the database for clues to sinister characters and sites.

Now, this is where WHOISOLOGY comes in. By inputting a domain term — say, the name of a brand — into our Reverse WHOIS search tool, you'll get a slew of intelligence information.

From the results, you can click from one data field to the next, retracing the deep and toxic connections for intercepting bad actors and their nefarious networks in order to:

- Sharpen corporate intelligence
- Monitor competitors’ next moves
- Avoid intellectual property infringements
- Jumpstart cybercrime investigations
- Assist law enforcement
- Find journalistic scoops
- Create innovative business tactics
What is WHOISOLOGY?

We are, first of all, a domain name ownership archive with billions of searchable and cross-referenced domain name WHOIS records. Imagine a humongous library of domain information where you can have fun (and shivers, once you uncover the bad plots) just nosing around.

Our main focus is Reverse WHOIS – you know, working backwards using full investigation tools to gather actionable information for use in cybercrime investigation, corporate intelligence, legal research, and business development. We’re very serious about what we do and have elevated it to some kind of science, thus our name.
What’s the Value of WHOISOLOGY Subscription?

A WHOISOLOGY subscription is your ticket to awesome data and insightful user experiences. It lets you keep digging deeper until you get to the bottom of Web shenanigans.

Depending on your plan, you’ll gain access to more pages and advanced tools that will make your search even more thorough – and exciting.

Click on any detail that catches your interest with each search result until the puzzled expression on your face turns into a Eureka moment!
Who Has Been Converted to WHOISOLOGY?

Threat hunting teams
- Identify potential threats before they can bite, or bite again.
- Sniff out malevolent trails to expose the whole gang.

Corporate intelligence professionals
- Be alerted against copyright infringement and flanking maneuvers from competition.
- Spot suspicious similarities to your site or brand and respond quickly before harm is done.

Legal research experts
- Discover the evidence that can convict scammers.
- Establish the domain links criminals use and leverage them to prosecute perpetrators.

Business development specialists
- Know who your competitors are, if they’re legit or phony, and plot your moves from there.
- Look into what domain competitors are registering, and learn what business moves they are brewing.

Folks poking around
- Indulge your curiosity just for fun.
- Discover lots of interesting connections around the Web — who knows what opportunities might open up from a hunch?
What Makes WHOISOLOGY Click?

If you’re searching for answers, WHOISOLOGY gives you plenty. And while you do, we'll provide you with all the perks and features that make your forays even more productive and fun. Just look at the technical aspects that WHOISOLOGY has to offer.

1. **No ads on site**
   - Who needs distractions?
   - Cut the noise while you use the service.

2. **No redactions**
   - Users can see all the domain information that have been allowed for access.

3. **Pages allowed per hour**
   - Users are allowed to view a certain number of domain WHOIS search results pages per hour.

4. **Advanced Search Credits per month**
   - Each user gets a certain number of free Advanced Searches.
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Historic Data Access
Search through 5 billion historic WHOIS records.

Free Change Log report up to 1,000 results
Users can download a Change Log report to view the differences between the current archive and the previous one.

Free Basic Download Report
Users can get a Basic Download Report as a result of an Expanded Search.

Discounted Downloads
Discounts are available for the reports’ downloads depending on the subscription plan.

Keyword Search Credits per month
Each month, users get a certain amount of free Keyword Searches.

Full gTLD Archives Access
Users may gain access to a number of gTLD archives depending on the subscription plan.

ccTLD Archives Access
It’s possible to get access to a certain number of ccTLD (Country Code Top Level Domains) archives.

Team Access
Users can share credits with teammates by providing their emails to support@whoisology.com.
Meet Our Subscription Plans

There are a few ways to benefit from WHOISOLOGY’s features. As a visitor you can enjoy basic WHOISOLOGY for free which entitles you to a limited number of results per day. But if you want more, you can also avail of our advanced keyword search tool with complimentary report downloads for a token fee.

Beginner

$30 monthly or $300 yearly.

A plan for those of you who are still feeling your way around and have relatively few lookups to make.

Includes: No ads, no data redaction, historic data access to 7 archives, 2 free change log reports, 2 basic download reports, discounted downloads start at 10$/1000 results, 60 pages per hour, 2 advanced search credits per month, 4 keyword search credits per month, gTLD archives access to 8 archives, ccTLD archives access (last 2 quoters) and 500 API credits per month.
Meet Our Subscription Plans

**Advanced**

$90 monthly or $900 yearly

If you up for more detailed lookups but not quite ready yet for the heavy stuff, take the advanced route.

**Includes:** No ads, no data redaction, historic data access, 6 free change log reports, 6 basic download reports, discounted downloads start at 3$/1000 results, 150 pages per hour, 6 advanced search credits per month, 12 keyword search credits per month, full gTLD archives access, last 4 quoters ccTLD archives access and 1750 API credits per month.
Meet Our Subscription Plans

Legendary
$270 monthly or $2,700 yearly

If you have a monstrous appetite for WHOISOLOGY lookups – probably because you’re a full-time researcher, cyber security specialist, or marketing wizard – Legendary is the real deal.

**Includes:** No ads, no data redaction, full historic data access, 20 free change log reports, 20 basic download reports, discounted downloads start at 2$/1000 results, 350 pages per hour, 20 advanced search credits per month, 40 keyword search credits per month, full gTLD archives access, full ccTLD archives access, 5500 API credits per month, and tram access.
WHOISOLOGY

We love challenging clichés and breaking down tired monoliths. With WHOISOLOGY, we want to give a new twist to WHOIS data and help people with relevant and timely insights — getting them excited again about domain names while offering ultimate features to tame the electronic jungle.

Does it work? Based on the appreciative emails that we've been getting, we must be on the right track. So, go ahead and check out our site http://whoisology.com. It just might be the refreshing Reverse WHOIS tool you've been searching for.

Looking for someone to answer your questions about WHOISOLOGY?

Contact us at:
support@whoisology.com